VALLEY LAKE AND SURROUNDS

the thrill
of the hill
There are advantages to building on a hillside

DRAMATIC AND STUNNING DESIGNS

T

o one person, a sloping block of land is
an opportunity for creative design; to
another, it is a costly challenge. There is
no denying that building on a slope is more
expensive than building on flat land, but
the end result is a distinctive house with a
commanding presence and many advantages
over its flatland neighbours.
The house might cost more initially, but the
individual custom design, the character of it
and its garden, and the views, will likely mean
that it commands a premium price when sold.
There is also an emotional component to
living “up high”. The experience of looking
out gives a feeling of connection to the world

rather than just the garden – a sense of being
connected to the community rather than
being limited by fences.
Along with the views, the house will
capture the prevailing breezes, a bonus for
passive cooling and cross-ventilation.
The appeal for a lot of people is that sloping
blocks allow for highly individual and creative
designs with interiors that are functional and
interesting and capitalise on the changing
levels on the block.
The idea of building on more than one level
suits the design trend of zoning a house to its
occupants and uses. Living areas can be zoned
to one level, most likely opening directly

to the outdoor entertainment area and the
garden. The main bedroom suite can have
its own zone, and the children’s or teenagers’
area is in another distinct zone.
Another advantage is that you might end
up with a basement – a useful room that is
common in Europe and the US, but rare
in Australia.
Dramatic and stunning designs can be
built on hillsides. Should you be including a
pool, the most luxurious and visually exciting
feature you can incorporate is an acrylic
window from the water to the living area of
the house – an option made easier by a sloping
site. Cantilevered decks are dramatic, as are

split levels, which inspire stunning interior
design possibilities.
Changes in levels can also create pockets
of privacy. For example, the bathroom or
bedroom can open to a secret courtyard
secluded from the rest of the garden or house.
Interesting gardens can be achieved on
sloping blocks and can be either quite formal
and structured with terraces and stone walls,
or designed as a natural spill of colour and
texture down the slope of the land. Mood
lighting works well with either style and
highlights the contours of the block.
Finding the most appropriate and
experienced builder is vital when constructing
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any house, but even more so if it is on a slope.
Initial site works bring into play excavation
and engineering not required on flat land.
Foundation, footings and sub-floor elements
need an experienced hand, as does drainage
and waterproofing. Depending on whether
the block slopes to the street or away from it,
the sequence of building, landscaping and
creating retaining walls will change.
A good architect or builder will work
with the site. The contours of the land, the
orientation, the shape of the site and the views
will all influence the design of the house and
its placement on the block.
Blake Ballard of Ballard Building has built

height, but at the rear of the building, where
the kitchen and living areas look out to the
garden, the room becomes a grand, airy space
with 3.6-metre ceilings or higher.
He has recently seen plans for a house at
Valley Lake that has a lift from the basement
garage through to the living areas on the
first floor and then to bedrooms on the
second floor. He has just finished one with
a swimming pool against the wall of the
living area.
“All the houses are custom designed and
each is different. Volume designers usually
won’t work with sloping blocks,” he says.
“What a custom builder does far outweighs

“A lot of the reason why Valley Lake is
such an attractive area is to do with
the sloping land” – BLAKE BALLARD
nine houses at Valley Lake. Blake, who has
been building for about 15 years, started his
career in Sydney and has never built on a
completely flat block. One house he built in
Sydney had 150 steps to the front door.
“A lot of the reason why Valley Lake is such
an attractive area is to do with the sloping
land. With the houses, it’s to do with the view.
You can’t build a view,” he says.
Blake says design options depend largely
on the way the land is sloping. If it is sloping
from the street down, for example, it is often
possible to keep the same ceiling/roof level
throughout. This results in the front part of
the home having standard 2.7-metre ceiling

what a volume builder can do in terms of
flexibility and quality of build and you are
getting exactly what you want. It doesn’t cost
that much more when you factor in all this.
“We do everything from start to finish
and we have the same team of tradespeople
working on our jobs,” he says. ●
BEVERLEY JOHANSON
bjohanson@theweeklyreview.com.au
» www.myvalleylake.com.au
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We talk to Valley Lake residents

Unique. It’s the one word
that truly sums up Valley Lake.
That’s because it’s a breathtaking place unlike any other. Now is your chance
to purchase land in this exclusive release which offers a selection of lake front
and desirable court-side home sites. Consider the architectural possibilities of
an inspiring new home on these sloping blocks. Bring out your individuality
and creativity, or consider building a home that maximises your position or
outlook. Your opportunity to build a distinctive home, in the most striking
of locations has arrived.
See it for yourself. Select from just a handful of premium Niddrie Lake front
lots. Stage 7B now selling.
Visit the Land Sales and Information Centre at 45 Valley Lake Boulevard,
Keilor East, or call 131 852. www.myvalleylake.com.au
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